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09.12.2015 [L] - [L][SIZE=3] How to Write a
Screen Play Guide for Beginners to Intermediate
Writers Okay, here we go! If you own a phone,
an iPad, iPod touch, or maybe even a tablet,
chances are you’ve picked up a copy of a screen
play or screenplay while sitting in a movie
theater or at home, reading in bed. While
movies can be a fun past time, and the
experience of immersing yourself in the visual
storytelling form is one that’s difficult to
replicate, there are many things to consider
before jumping into writing a screenplay. This
guide will take you through the process, from
picking a genre and target audience to writing a
brief synopsis that will set your screenplay apart
from all the other screenplays on the market. So
What Should Your Screenplay Be About? Before
attempting to write a screenplay, it’s important
to have an idea of what you’re writing about.
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The type of narrative feature or independent
drama you’re interested in may have a history
or pedigree, but your screen play must answer
some key questions about your idea and
concept before you can say anything about the
genre or tone of the script. For example, if your
idea is a compelling, character driven thriller
with a high degree of tension, it may not
actually be a good fit for the screen play genre.
If your concept and idea focus on a family
drama or romance, then you may not be able to
capture the emotional depth and high level of
tension demanded by the screenplay genre. It’s
also important to consider the target audience
before you begin writing. “Let your creative
spirit guide you...” has been a motto for
screenwriters for many years, and that may
include writing a screenplay for yourself or close
friends. If your idea and concept comes with a
built in audience, then it’s important to keep
that in mind. For example, if you’re writing a
romantic comedy with a comedic premise, you
may be in a better place than someone who is
writing a slapstick comedy about the Danish
resistance during World War II. If you are writing
a genre that is more romantic or comedic, then
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you may consider submitting your screenplay
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